TERMINATION
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SELECTION
PROCESS

Conducted using ACAS rules.
(Formal invite, grounds, witness, outcome & appeal.)

Offer voluntary redundancy.
Discuss suitable alternative roles, alternative
roles and bumping.
Discuss payments and notice periods.
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Will you use
a matrix,
interview or
presentation?

REDUCTION

Reduction could be
headcount, financial,
percentage of any
department salaries
or value of lost
business.
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Don't forget staff on long
term sick, maternity,
secondment, etc.

BUSINESS
GROUNDS
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Identify what work needs to
be reduced or ended and
the size of any reduction.

Where will any related
and remaining jobs and
tasks go?

Create more selection pools if
different roles are being
considered for different reasons
Who performs the role(s) identified
by the business grounds?
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Consultation is process of explaining, justifying
and inviting challenges on your redundancy
process, grounds and selection process

Selection Process is objective
criteria to apply to the
selection pool for redundancy
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Grounds could include
Consultations can be carried out with employees whilst on Furlough Leave.
Employee companions can attend whilst on Furlough leave, attendance is voluntary.
effects of COVID-19 on the
Protective notice can be outcome of redundancy process, seek advice for further information.
business, any losses, any
Notice payments can be subsidized by the Furlough grant if the grant is still in place at time of notice being given.
Be sensitive to employees needs including any sickness, childcare, need to care for dependents or any bereavement.
other reasons for reduction
For redundancies over 20 employees seek advice on collective consultation and appointing employee representatives.
or any need to restructure
Social distancing during the process can include video calls, can build into the process but check suitable for each employee.

Is redundancy a last resort?
What else have you looked at?
Justify what the reduction in work
will be, which departments are
affected and how.

Selection Pool will
decide those at risk
of redundancy

Treat everyone in the
pool the same. Be
objective and fair.

TRIBUNAL

Roadmap available for download at https://www.dlp.org.uk/coronavirus

